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What Remains and Other Stories Jul 17 2021 What Remains collects Christa Wolf's short fiction, from early work
in the sixties to the widely debated title story, first published in Germany in 1990. Addressing a wide range of
topics, from sexual politics to the nature of memory, these powerful and often very personal stories offer a
fascinating introduction to Wolf's work. What Remains and Other Stories . . . is clear and farsighted. The eight
heartfelt stories in the book show why she has been respected as a serious author since her 1968 novel, The
Quest for Christa T. . . . Wolf uses her own experiences and observations to create universal themes about the
controls upon human freedom.—Herbert Mitgang, New York Times Christa Wolf has set herself nothing less than
the task of exploring what it is to be a conscious human being alive in a moment of history.—Mary Gordon, New
York Times Book Review The simultaneous publication of these two volumes offers readers here a generous
sampling of the short fiction, speeches and essays that Wolf has produced over the last three decades.—Mark
Harman, Boston Globe
Amulet of Wishes Mar 25 2022 The Guardians are the protectors of Aloseria. They are the keepers of the peace
and they have a unique ability-they can turn into dragons. Derek Draco is one of them. Haunted by the memories
of his past, Derek comes across a piece of a mythical amulet, said to hold the power to grant wishes once all
three pieces are brought together. Seeing an opportunity to right the wrongs of his past, Derek sets out on a
journey to find the rest of the amulet, along with his friends, Jared and Arabelle. However, Derek is unaware of the
true power of the amulet and using it to fulfil his seemingly innocent wish could have disastrous consequences.
The Secret Ingredient of Wishes Oct 08 2020 26-year-old Rachel Monroe has spent her whole life trying to keep
a very unusual secret: she can make wishes come true. And sometimes the consequences are disastrous. So
when Rachel accidentally grants an outlandish wish for the first time in years, she decides it’s time to leave her
hometown—and her past—behind for good. Rachel isn’t on the road long before she runs out of gas in a town
that’s not on her map: Nowhere, North Carolina—also known as the town of “Lost and Found.” In Nowhere,
Rachel is taken in by a spit-fire old woman, Catch, who possesses a strange gift of her own: she can bind secrets
by baking them into pies. Rachel also meets Catch’s neighbor, Ashe, a Southern gentleman with a complicated
past, who makes her want to believe in happily-ever-after for the first time in her life. As she settles into the small
town, Rachel hopes her own secrets will stay hidden, but wishes start piling up everywhere Rachel goes. When
the consequences threaten to ruin everything she’s begun to build in Nowhere, Rachel must come to terms with
who she is and what she can do, or risk losing the people she’s starting to love—and her chance at happiness—all
over again.

The Night of Wishes Sep 30 2022 Told partly in rhyme, this account of the adventures of sorcerer Beelzebub
Preposteror introduces a host of unusual and compelling characters. By the author of The Neverending Story.
A Crown of Wishes Apr 25 2022 Contains an extended excerpt from The Gilded Wolves. From the author of The
Star-Touched Queen comes a beautiful lush fantasy, Roshani Chokshi's A Crown of Wishes. Gauri, the princess
of Bharata, has been taken as a prisoner of war by her kingdom’s enemies. Faced with a future of exile and
scorn, Gauri has nothing left to lose. Hope unexpectedly comes in the form of Vikram, the cunning prince of a
neighboring land and her sworn enemy kingdom. Unsatisfied with becoming a mere puppet king, Vikram offers
Gauri a chance to win back her kingdom in exchange for her battle prowess. Together, they’ll have to set aside
their differences and team up to win the Tournament of Wishes – a competition held in a mythical city where the
Lord of Wealth promises a wish to the victor. Reaching the tournament is just the beginning. Once they arrive,
danger takes on new shapes: poisonous courtesans and mischievous story birds, a feast of fears and twisted fairy
revels. Every which way they turn new trials will test their wit and strength. But what Gauri and Vikram will soon
discover is that there’s nothing more dangerous than what they most desire.
Wishes May 27 2022 An arresting, poetic journey and a moving reflection on immigration, family, and home, from
an acclaimed creative team. Wishes tells the powerful, honest story about one Vietnamese family's search for a
new home on the other side of the world, and the long-lasting and powerful impact that makes on the littlest
member of the family. Inspired by actual events in the author's life, this is a narrative that is both timely and
timeless. Told through the eyes of a young girl, the story chronicles a family's difficult and powerful journey to
pack up what they can carry and to leave their world behind, traveling to a new and unknown place in a crowded
boat. With sparse, poetic, and lyrical text from acclaimed author Muon Thi Van, thoughtful back matter about the
author's connection to the story, and luminous, stunning illustrations from Forbes 30 Under 30 honoree Victo
Ngai, Wishes tells a powerful and timely story in a gentle and approachable way for young children and their
families.With themes of kindness, bravery, hope, and love running throughout, Wishes is a must-have book for
every child's bookshelf.
The Star-Touched Queen Feb 09 2021 An Instant New York Times Bestseller! Contains an extended excerpt
from The Gilded Wolves. Fate and fortune. Power and passion. What does it take to be the queen of a kingdom
when you're only seventeen? Maya is cursed. With a horoscope that promises a marriage of Death and
Destruction, she has earned only the scorn and fear of her father's kingdom. Content to follow more scholarly
pursuits, her whole world is torn apart when her father, the Raja, arranges a wedding of political convenience to
quell outside rebellions. Soon Maya becomes the queen of Akaran and wife of Amar. Neither roles are what she
expected: As Akaran's queen, she finds her voice and power. As Amar's wife, she finds something else entirely:
Compassion. Protection. Desire... But Akaran has its own secrets -- thousands of locked doors, gardens of glass,
and a tree that bears memories instead of fruit. Soon, Maya suspects her life is in danger. Yet who, besides her
husband, can she trust? With the fate of the human and Otherworldly realms hanging in the balance, Maya must
unravel an ancient mystery that spans reincarnated lives to save those she loves the most. . .including herself. A
lush and vivid story that is steeped in Indian folklore and mythology. The Star-touched Queen is a novel that no
reader will soon forget.
Snowbound Wedding Wishes Aug 06 2020 Three Regency Christmases to remember? An Earl Beneath the
Mistletoe by Louise Allen Hugo, Earl of Burnham, hates Christmas! Snowbound in widow Emilia Weston's cozy
alehouse, with her young twins, he's surrounded by festive preparations. Hugo's cynical heart is in danger of
being melted?. How much longer can he avoid the mistletoe? Twelfth Night Proposal by Lucy Ashford Leaving
London to claim his newly inherited estate, Theo Dalbury finds remote Derbyshire as foreign to him as his feelings
for country girl Jenna. Christmas evokes painful memories for him, but Jenna is bringing out his festive spirit?and
will give him a yuletide that he'll never forget! Christmas at Oakhurst Manor by Joanna Fulford Vivien Hastings is
looking forward to a quiet Christmas at Oakhurst Manor, until she realizes she'll be sharing it with Max
Calderwood. It's been years since he broke her heart, but one hot glance from his cool gray eyes shows her that
she's just as vulnerable to him as she ever was?.
Three Wishes May 03 2020 While dying on the operating table, a celestial voice allows Bree Miller of Vermont
three wishes before she dies. She chooses love, finding her mother--she is an orphan--and having a baby. When
she awakens, the handsome driver who hit her with his car is by her bed.
A Thousand Splendid Suns Sep 26 2019 A riveting and powerful story of an unforgiving time, an unlikely
friendship and an indestructible love
The Collectors #2: A Storm of Wishes Apr 01 2020 Discover a secret society where wishes are stolen, and
dreams have a price. In the spellbinding sequel to New York Times–bestselling author Jacqueline West's The
Collectors, eleven-year-old Van Markson embarks on a quest full of magic and adventure to rescue his best friend

from a dangerous wish collector. This contemporary fantasy is just right for fans of Trenton Lee Stewart’s The
Secret Keepers and Jonathan Auxier’s The Night Gardener. It’s been only a few weeks since Van uncovered a
magical secret—that wishes really can come true, and that a mysterious society called the Collectors protects us
from the dire consequences even the smallest wish can have. Van knows only too well how wishing can go awry:
his mother is recovering from a broken leg, his friend Pebble has been stolen away by the evil wish collector Mr.
Falborg, dozens of dangerous creatures called Wish Eaters have escaped into the world, and Van himself has
almost died—twice—all because of wishes. When Van's mother is offered a position at the renowned Fox Den
Opera, located in the quiet, beautiful forest a few hours north of the city, she whisks Van away with her, hoping
this will be a safer home for their family of two. But Fox Den is home to an ancient Wish Eater—a powerful creature
with the ability to grant wishes that have catastrophic consequences; a Wish Eater Mr. Falborg would love to get
his hands on. Van must team up with the Collectors and find a way to stop him before he makes a wish that
leaves the world in chaos. New York Times–bestselling author Jacqueline West takes readers on an adventure
with magic woven through every page. Fans of Cassie Beasley's Circus Mirandus and Robert Beatty's Serafina
and the Black Cloak will love the thrilling conclusion to the magical journey begun in The Collectors.
On the Night You Were Born Jun 23 2019 Nature celebrates the individuality of each child being born.
Grandma Wishes Aug 18 2021 Encourages together-time Reinforces the concept of unconditional love
Introduces language patterns & rhyming Do you know there is a special star on which new grandmothers wish?
This story lets grandchildren know how special they are to their grandparents. This beautiful keepsake board book
makes a lovely gift for new grandmothers and grandchildren. It's sure to be a family treasure! ISBN:
978-1-68052-008-8 7.0"w x 8.0"h 9 story spreads embossed cover with foil
The Memory Thief Apr 13 2021 Cinderella retold: Fae, vampires, shifters, and a Godmother who’ll grant you any
wish—if you pay the price. For human slave Elle, it’s just another night of breaking her stepmother’s rules and
sneaking out. Another night of using her unique skills for clients who want to ... forget. Get the job done. Get paid.
Move one step closer to legitimately buying a wish. But when Elle runs face-first into a charming and handsome
faerie—and then ends up in the clutches of a vampire—her usual fly-under-the-radar plans are knocked off course.
~ ~ ~ This is episode 1 of 6 of a SERIALIZED Cinderella retelling. It is not novel-length. Expect cliffhangers!
Approximately 27,000 words or 120 print pages. **Prefer to binge-read all the episodes together? Look for City of
Wishes: The Complete Cinderella Story** ~ ~ ~ In a world of fae, vampires and shifters, where wishes can be
bought and bargained for, Elle is human, bound to her stepmother by a slave charm. Her only hope at freedom is
to wish for it. But the Godmother rules the illegal wish trade, and the price she demands is steep. Is Elle willing to
pay it?
Wishtree Nov 28 2019 The New York Times-bestselling story of kindness, friendship, and hope. Trees can't tell
jokes, but they can certainly tell stories. . . . Red is an oak tree who is many rings old. Red is the neighborhood
"wishtree"—people write their wishes on pieces of cloth and tie them to Red's branches. Along with a crow named
Bongo and other animals who seek refuge in Red's hollows, this wishtree watches over the neighborhood. You
might say Red has seen it all. Until a new family moves in. Not everyone is welcoming, and Red's experience as a
wishtree is more important than ever. Funny, deep, warm, and nuanced, this is Katherine Applegate at her very
best—writing from the heart, and from a completely unexpected point of view. This book has Common Core
connections.
Cuddly Wishes Sep 06 2020
Beowulf Dec 30 2019 Finest heroic poem in Old English celebrates the exploits of Beowulf, a young nobleman of
southern Sweden. Combines myth, Christian and pagan elements, and history into a powerful narrative.
Genealogies.
The Night of Wishes Nov 01 2022 From the author of The Neverending Story, a book that reminds us that
“magic—be it good or bad—is no simple matter.” It's New Year’s Eve at the Villa Nightmare but Beelzebub
Preposteror is in no mood for celebration. As the Shadow Sorcery Minister, Preposteror has a duty to perform a
certain number of evil deeds in service to the Minister of Pitch Darkness. But this year, to his horror, he’s
nowhere near meeting that quota. Preposteror has all but given up when who should make an unexpected visit
but his aunt, the witch Tyrannia Vampirella. She has come with a diabolical proposal that just might be the
solution to Preposterer’s dilemma: together they will brew the fabled Notion Potion, “one of the most ancient and
powerful evil spells in the universe,” and their every evil wish will be granted. The only thing that stands in their
way is a most unlikely team—a cat named Mauricio di Mauro and a raven known as Jacob Scribble, who have just
hours to thwart the plans of their sorcerer masters and save the world from destruction.
Unicorn Wishes Mar 13 2021 Do you believe in unicorns? Eva longs to meet a unicorn, but her friends tell her
there's no such thing. Until, one day, Eva makes a wish that turns her world upside down and takes her on a

magical adventure that she'll never forget. This enchanting story, all about believing, is perfect for little ones.
Best Wishes, Warmest Regards Sep 18 2021 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER GLOBE AND MAIL
BESTSELLER The official tie-in book for the beloved, nine-time Emmy® Award-winning series Schitt's Creek.
This beautifully produced, keepsake coffee-table book is the ultimate celebration of the series, the town, the
characters, and the state of mind that is Schitt's Creek. Capturing the essence and alchemy of all six seasons of
what is now considered to be one of the most groundbreaking comedy television series of the last decade, Best
Wishes, Warmest Regards is a gift to fans everywhere who have made the show their own. Included are
character profiles from the cast of Johnny, Moira, David, and Alexis, and all of the characters that populate the
town, major moments from Moira's endorsement of Herb Ertlinger Winery, to Patrick and David's first kiss, to
Cabaret and the Rose Family Christmas episode. Also included are special features, such as the complete,
illustrated catalogs of David's knits and Moira's wigs, Moira's vocabulary, Alexis's adventures, and behind-thescenes moments from Dan and Eugene Levy and the cast of Schitt's Creek.
A Universe of Wishes Aug 30 2022 From We Need Diverse Books, the organization behind Flying Lessons &
Other Stories, comes a young adult fantasy short story collection featuring some of the best own-voices children's
authors, including New York Times bestselling authors Libba Bray (The Diviners), V. E. Schwab (A Darker Shade
of Magic), Natalie C. Parker (Seafire), and many more. Edited by Dhonielle Clayton (The Belles). In the fourth
collaboration with We Need Diverse Books, fifteen award-winning and celebrated diverse authors deliver stories
about a princess without need of a prince, a monster long misunderstood, memories that vanish with a spell, and
voices that refuse to stay silent in the face of injustice. This powerful and inclusive collection contains a universe
of wishes for a braver and more beautiful world. AUTHORS INCLUDE: Samira Ahmed, Jenni Balch, Libba Bray,
Dhonielle Clayton, Zoraida Córdova, Tessa Gratton, Kwame Mbalia, Anna-Marie McLemore, Tochi Onyebuchi,
Mark Oshiro, Natalie C. Parker, Rebecca Roanhorse, V. E. Schwab, Tara Sim, Nic Stone
Ophelia's Shadow Theatre Oct 20 2021 Elderly Miss Ophelia, the prompter in a failed theater, collects shadows
that do not belong to anyone and teaches them to perform the greatest comedies and tragedies of the world.
The Carnival of Wishes & Dreams Dec 22 2021 In the tradition of Wishtree and You May Already Be a Winner,
this hopeful middle grade novel tells the story of three former friends who must come together at their annual town
carnival to heal and reconnect after a tragedy. The small town of Clarkville has seen better days. Ever since the
Cohen factory burned down a few years ago, jobs are scarce and unemployment is high. But each year for one
night the Carnival of Wishes and Dreams comes to town and everyone gets to indulge in a little wonder and
delight. And for three girls who each receive notes asking them to meet the anonymous sender at midnight at the
Ferris Wheel, it’s an evening that promises to be truly magical. Audrey McKinley can’t believe someone would
ask her to ride the Ferris Wheel. Everyone in town knows she’s afraid of heights; the last time she rode the Ferris
Wheel it ended with her having a panic attack. But ever since her dad lost his job after the Cohen factory burned
down he’s been working too little. The carnival gives him a chance for some seasonal work, and she plans to
spend the evening checking up on him and making sure he does his job. Maybe she’ll face her fears tonight, after
all. Grace Chang isn’t supposed to go to the carnival. It’s too close to the burned remains of the old Cohen
factory—the place where her firefighter father lost his life. And they always rode the Ferris Wheel together, so
that’s also something Grace isn’t supposed to do. But since her mom just announced they’ll be moving away
from Clarkville the day after the carnival, Grace is sick of only doing things she’s supposed to do. She’ll be at the
carnival. And she is definitely riding that Ferris Wheel. Harlow Cohen is surprised anyone would want to ride the
Ferris Wheel with her. Harlow used to be popular. But ever since her grandparents’ old factory burned down and
so many people lost their jobs, many of the kids at school blame her—and her rich family—for their own parents’
worsening economic situations. Harlow can never resist a dare, but when a note arrives asking her to meet an
anonymous person at the Ferris Wheel at midnight, she’s far from certain it will be a friend waiting for her. Can
these three girls put their differences aside long enough for their wishes to come true? And is it possible to save a
friendship that once seemed lost for good?
A Comb of Wishes Jun 15 2021 Set against the backdrop of Caribbean folklore, Lisa Stringfellow’s spellbinding
middle grade debut tells of a grieving girl and a vengeful mermaid and will enchant readers who loved Kacen
Callender’s Hurricane Child or Christian McKay Heidicker’s Scary Stories for Young Foxes. Ever since her
mother’s death, Kela feels every bit as broken as the shards of glass, known as “mermaid’s tears,” that sparkle
on the Caribbean beaches of St. Rita. So when Kela and her friend Lissy stumble across an ancient-looking comb
in a coral cave, with all she’s already lost, Kela can’t help but bring home her very own found treasure. Far away,
deep in the cold ocean, the mermaid Ophidia can feel that her comb has been taken. And despite her hatred of all
humans, her magic requires that she make a bargain: the comb in exchange for a wish. But what Kela wants most
is for her mother to be alive. And a wish that big will exact an even bigger price… Don’t miss the novel that

Newbery-winning author Kelly Barnhill calls “one of the most promising works of fiction in a long time”!
Wishes and Wellingtons Jan 11 2021 From New York Times bestselling and award-winning author Julie Berry
comes a brand new middle-grade fantasy adventure full of friendship, magic, and mischief. Be careful what you
wish for ... Maeve Merritt chafes at the rigid rules at her London boarding school for "Upright Young Ladies."
When punishment forces her to sort through the trash, she finds a sardine tin that houses a foul-tempered djinni
with no intention of submitting to a schoolgirl as his master. Soon an orphan boy from the charitable home next
door, a mysterious tall man in ginger whiskers, a disgruntled school worker, and a take-no-prisoners business
tycoon are in hot pursuit of Maeve and her magical discovery. It'll take all of her quick thinking and sass to set
matters right. Maeve Merritt is one feisty heroine you won't soon forget. First published as an Audible Original in
2018 The perfect book for: Ages 8-11 Young fantasy readers Empowering young girls
Carmela Full of Wishes Nov 08 2020 An Instant New York Times Bestseller! In their first collaboration since the
Newbery Medal- and Caldecott Honor-winning Last Stop on Market Street, Matt de la Peña and Christian
Robinson deliver a poignant and timely new picture book that's sure to be an instant classic. When Carmela
wakes up on her birthday, her wish has already come true--she's finally old enough to join her big brother as he
does the family errands. Together, they travel through their neighborhood, past the crowded bus stop, the fencedoff repair shop, and the panadería, until they arrive at the Laundromat, where Carmela finds a lone dandelion
growing in the pavement. But before she can blow its white fluff away, her brother tells her she has to make a
wish. If only she can think of just the right wish to make . . . With lyrical, stirring text and stunning, evocative
artwork, Matt de la Peña and Christian Robinson have crafted a moving ode to family, to dreamers, and to finding
hope in the most unexpected places.
I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings Oct 27 2019 Here is a book as joyous and painful, as mysterious and
memorable, as childhood itself. I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings captures the longing of lonely children, the
brute insult of bigotry, and the wonder of words that can make the world right. Maya Angelou’s debut memoir is a
modern American classic beloved worldwide. Sent by their mother to live with their devout, self-sufficient
grandmother in a small Southern town, Maya and her brother, Bailey, endure the ache of abandonment and the
prejudice of the local “powhitetrash.” At eight years old and back at her mother’s side in St. Louis, Maya is
attacked by a man many times her age—and has to live with the consequences for a lifetime. Years later, in San
Francisco, Maya learns that love for herself, the kindness of others, her own strong spirit, and the ideas of great
authors (“I met and fell in love with William Shakespeare”) will allow her to be free instead of imprisoned. Poetic
and powerful, I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings will touch hearts and change minds for as long as people read. “I
Know Why the Caged Bird Sings liberates the reader into life simply because Maya Angelou confronts her own
life with such a moving wonder, such a luminous dignity.”—James Baldwin From the Paperback edition.
Night Wishes Jul 29 2022 How would a clock, nightlight, or teddy bear say good night? In this enchanting poetry
collection, Lee Bennett Hopkins and thirteen other poets imagine the wishes whispering through a young girl's
bedroom as she falls asleep. The bookshelf's stories curl through her head; the pillow transforms into a hot air
balloon; the rocking horse waits expectantly for tomorrow's adventures. Stunning gouache illustrations by Jen
Corace offer new details to discover with every reading. Perfect for bedtime reading and re-reading, Night Wishes
will transport young readers into a wonderful, whimsical world of dreams. Includes poems by... Rebecca Kai
Dotlich Matt Forrest Esenwine Jude Mandell Prince Redcloud Alice Schertle Joyce Sidman Eileen Spinelli Irene
Latham Lee Bennett Hopkins Nikki Grimes Deborah Ruddell Darren Sardelli Renee LaTulippe
Winter of Wishes Jan 23 2022 Rhoda Lantz risks being shunned by the Amish community when she begins to fall
for a single father whose family she is caring for. Original.
In Cold Blood Aug 25 2019 Selected by the Modern Library as one of the 100 best nonfiction books of all time
From the Modern Library’s new set of beautifully repackaged hardcover classics by Truman Capote—also
available are Breakfast at Tiffany’s and Other Voices, Other Rooms (in one volume), Portraits and Observations,
and The Complete Stories Truman Capote’s masterpiece, In Cold Blood, created a sensation when it was first
published, serially, in The New Yorker in 1965. The intensively researched, atmospheric narrative of the lives of
the Clutter family of Holcomb, Kansas, and of the two men, Richard Eugene Hickock and Perry Edward Smith,
who brutally killed them on the night of November 15, 1959, is the seminal work of the “new journalism.” Perry
Smith is one of the great dark characters of American literature, full of contradictory emotions. “I thought he was a
very nice gentleman,” he says of Herb Clutter. “Soft-spoken. I thought so right up to the moment I cut his throat.”
Told in chapters that alternate between the Clutter household and the approach of Smith and Hickock in their
black Chevrolet, then between the investigation of the case and the killers’ flight, Capote’s account is so detailed
that the reader comes to feel almost like a participant in the events.
City of Wishes: The Complete Cinderella Story Jun 27 2022 Cinderella retold: A human slave, a fae prince, and a

Godmother who’ll grant any wish—if you pay the price. In a world of fae, vampires and shifters, where magic is
real and wishes can be bought and bargained for, Elle is on society's bottommost rung: she's human. To make
matters worse, she's also a slave, bound to her stepmother by magic. Her only hope at freedom is to wish for it.
But the Godmother rules the illegal wish trade, and the price she demands is steep. Elle has never been
desperate enough to summon her. Until now. This collection includes all 6 episodes in the CITY OF WISHES
Cinderella retelling: 1. The Memory Thief 2. The Vampire Trap 3. The Moonlight Masquerade 4. The Eternal Night
5. The Starlight Quest 6. The Everafter Wish
The Collectors Jul 05 2020 2019 Schneider Family Book Award Honor Book “Original, brave, and
addictive.”—Adam Gidwitz, bestselling author of the Newbery Honor Book The Inquisitor’s Tale Fast-paced, witty,
and riveting, this contemporary fantasy adventure has magic woven through every page. The Collectors begins an
enchanting two-book series from Jacqueline West, the New York Times–bestselling author of The Books of
Elsewhere series. For fans of Serafina and the Black Cloak, The Isle of the Lost, and The Secret Keepers. Van
has always been an outsider. He’s hard of hearing, collects trinkets, and lives with his single mother—an opera
singer with a huge personality. Then one day, Van notices a girl stealing pennies from a fountain, and everything
changes. He follows the girl, Pebble, and uncovers an underground society full of wishes and the people who
collect them. Not all wishes are good and even good wishes often have unintended consequences, and the
Collectors have made it their duty to protect us. But they aren't the only ones who have their eyes on the world’s
wishes—and they may not be the good guys, after all. Jacqueline West spins a story about friendship, magic, and
the gray area between good and evil. The Collectors is for fans of Cassie Beasley’s Circus Mirandus and
Jonathan Auxier’s The Night Gardener. Booklist calls it, “A brilliant fantasy adventure exploring the
consequences of getting what you wish for.”
Mommy Wishes Feb 21 2022 A dandelion full of wishes, waiting for you and me. Lean in close to hear what
mommy's wish might be.... A mother's wish for her little one is a precious thing. This story lets children know how
special they are to their parents and shares hopes and dreams for their little one. A perfect gift for a new baby or
mom, shower, Mother's Day, birthday or any occasion. A wonderful keepsake for a mom to give her child. A
mommy's wishes are revealed through animal characters that are used in place of people, to be any race, gender,
or age. Collect all the books in the Love You Always series from Cottage Door Press. 10 board pages are just
right for even the littlest "readers" Mommy's wishes for strength, wonder, courage and joy and that all the wishes
of her child come true The message of unconditional love is revealed in colorful, engaging illustrations Soft
rhyming text is easy to read aloud A keepsake for generations Collect all the books in the Love You Always series
from Cottage Door Press
Nine Magic Wishes May 15 2021 A child meets a magician who grants eight wonderfully fantastic wishes, with
one wish left over for someone else to find.
Mermaids, Unicorns and Dragons Sticker Activity Book Jan 29 2020 Peppa loves mermaids, unicorns and
dragons! This sticker activity book is packed full of magical creatures and lots of fun puzzles and activities that will
keep Peppa fans busy. Help Daddy Pig transform Peppa's toy horse, Horsey Twinkle Toes into a sparkly,
colourful unicorn and join Peppa as she becomes a mermaid at her under-the-sea fancy dress party! Unicorn and
mermaid lovers will adore this sticker activity book. Includes over 50 shiny foil stickers!
Society of Wishes Jul 25 2019 Josephina Espinosa makes her living as a hacker-for-hire in the Lone Star
Republic, a remnant of the fractured U.S.A. That is, until the day she and her best friend are gunned down in a
government raid. With her dying breath, Jo uses magical lore passed down from her grandmother to summon a
wish-granter. Her wish? To save her friend's life. Except wishes have costs, and for Jo, the price is the erasure of
her entire mortal existence. Now, as the most recent addition to the mysterious Society of Wishes, Jo must form a
new "life" alongside the seven other members, one of which being her savior himself. Living as an occupant of the
Society's lavish mansion should be quite the perk, but while it is furnished with everything its inhabitants could
possibly need, it lacks one thing--freedom. Her otherworldly identity crisis takes a backseat, however, when Jo
learns that the friend she sacrificed everything for is headed down the same path to ruin. Jumping in head-first, Jo
uses her newfound magical abilities to protect him, only to realize that the ripples of her actions have far-reaching
consequences. When the Society's aloof leader Snow decides to give her a taste of his own ancient magic, Jo
discovers that there are threads woven into the tapestry of her new reality that reach far beyond the wishes she is
now required to grant. Ones that, if tugged on, could mean the unraveling of the world itself.
Snow Globe Wishes Nov 20 2021 As the worst snow storm of the year rolls in, one family hunkers down together
in a cozy blanket fort for the night. A little girl makes a wish on a snow globe and, in the morning, the sun rises on
a winter wonderland--beckoning all outside. And what if, on this snow-filled day, families shake their busy lives
and everyone goes out to play? A lyrical holiday story about wishes and community and snow--lots and lots of

snow.
Three Wishes Dec 10 2020 When Lily Jacobs was born, she inherited Fazire – a genie. Her family had three
wishes and they’d only ever used one so Fazire was stuck in the human world. This worked since he’d become a
member of the family anyway. Even with a genie, Lily's young life wasn’t perfect. To escape the kids making her
miserable at school, Lily buried herself in romance novels. One day, when the teasing was just too much, she
used one of her wishes. She told Fazire she wanted to find a man like in her books and she made the most
complicated wish Fazire had ever heard. Her wished-for man had to be impossibly handsome, virile, fierce,
rugged and ruthless (amongst a dozen other things). He also had to think she was beautiful and he had to love
her more than anything in the world. Nathaniel McAllister wasn’t born to a life where there were such things as
genies granting wishes. His life was filled with drugs, crime and neglect. He was running errands for a gangster
before he was in his teens and, even though life and hard work led him to wealth and respectability, he always
knew, deep down, he was dirty. When Nate met Lily he knew he was no good for her but as virile, fierce, rugged
and ruthless as he was, Nate was no match for the pull of sweet, innocent Lily. Unfortunately, Lily’s wish included
that she and her hero go through trials and tribulations to test their love. And Fazire wasn’t only a good genie, he
loved Lily – so he gave her exactly what she wanted.
Night Mar 01 2020 A New Translation From The French By Marion Wiesel Born in Sighet, Transylvania, Elie
Wiesel was a teenager when he and his family were taken from their home in 1944 and deported to the Auschwitz
concentration camp, and then to Buchenwald. Night is the terrifying record of Elie Wiesel's memories of the death
of his family, the death of his own innocence, and his despair as a deeply observant Jew confronting the absolute
evil of man. This new translation by his wife and most frequent translator, Marion Wiesel, corrects important
details and presents the most accurate rendering in English of Elie Wiesel's seminal work.
Three Wishes Jun 03 2020

the-night-of-wishes-michael-ende
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